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Federal agency gains critical insight into their  
security posture
CISO demands second opinion after internal reporting showed zero vulnerabilities

Situation

Security testing within a large US federal government agency was dispersed by department and performed by various teams. 

Pentesting was required, but each division operated somewhat independently and hired testers with various skill levels. Results 

were inconsistent and data from testing was trapped in written reports, not structured data. The CISO could not easily determine 

the quality of testing, remediation status, or the need for security improvements.

Problem

Pentest reports filed by several of the agency’s divisions consistently indicated no major vulnerabilities found. Yet, one of those 

divisions found itself in the headlines for a major cybersecurity breach. 

The problem was that asset owners could block security testing. While the CISO was responsible for overseeing the testing 

process, only asset owners could grant access for safe testing. The CISO had to find a new way to perform penetration testing 

across the agency and convince the rest of the agency’s security community that it was the right approach. Willing and 

enthusiastic support from the divisions’ security community was essential for the new testing program to work.

Results

• Approximately one-third of the 1,150 

vulnerabilities found in the first year 

were high or critical severity

• Improved the Approval to Operate (ATO) 

process, an internal checkpoint before 

application deployment

• Reduced Mean Time to Mitigate (MTTM) 

and improved patch verification process

• Attacker Resistance Score (ARS) —  

a measure of how hard it is to find 

vulnerabilities — steadily increased

Synack Solution

Synack was selected because of its security testing platform, coupled 

with a highly skilled and vetted team of testers, that provided a consistent 

testing experience for all the divisions within the agency. With the help of 

Synack, the CISO was able to gather all security personnel to participate 

in a live hack event. There the Synack Red Team (SRT) detected 

vulnerabilities across agency assets. While the Synack team went to work 

testing, they explained what they were doing, as well as all the technical 

controls in place to conduct a safe test.  This included testing only 

assets in scope for testing and monitoring testing traffic volume. Every 

vulnerability report was evaluated by a triage team and results appeared 

in the agency’s portal in real-time for immediate remediation.

Synack facilitated an agency-wide education initiative to raise awareness 

of the benefits of security testing and how it could be done without 

adding time or expense to application owners within the agency. Data 

from Synack about vulnerability types most commonly found, such as 

SQLi and Authorization/Authentication, were used to focus developer 

training on security. SRT members were able to suggest improvements 

that were passed on from the security team to developers. And, due to 

the success that the agency had with the offering of Synack security 

tests, they have doubled their testing efforts with Synack.


